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Introduction to Moodle
Moodle is a learning management system that is designed to help instructors
create an online classroom setting with opportunities for rich interaction and collaboration.
Moodle contains various design aspects that allow instructors and students to interact,
collaborate, and experience online learning in multiple ways. Moodle can be used to supplement
on ground courses or can be used to host completely online courses.
This Faculty Moodle Tutorial is designed to provide you with information on how to log in to
Moodle, the basic features of Moodle, how to design and facilitate your course, and how to
backup and restore your course.
A typical online course will require:
• Reading assignments
• Papers and projects
• Discussion of course concepts
• Tests
• Additional learning opportunities
This guide will provide you with the basic tools that you will need to navigate, design and
facilitate a course in Moodle.
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Logging In
Visit the Shivaji University Kolhapur website at www.unishivaji.ac.in and click on the icon of
moodle services on scrolling tag located at center. Click on a tab to Moodle.

Also you can visit http://moodle.unishivaji.ac.in/moodle for moodle services.
Our Moodle site should be displayed and will look something like the screen shot shown below:
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The process for logging in is the same for both Faculty and students.
In the top right corner of the screen it should say “You are not logged in”. Click on
“(Log in)” and you will be taken to the login screen shown below.
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Once you have logged in to Moodle, you will see Home Page of moodle services, or the page
that lists all the courses uploaded by all teaching faculty.

To access a particular course, click on the course name under the My courses section block on
the left or click on the course name list of courses section in the center
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Moodle Icons
Moodle utilizes icons to distinguish certain functions. You will see the following icons
within your course. These icons indicate different activities and resources:

A forum. In the banner section of the course, this icon will also indicate the News
Forum that houses course announcements
Text-only documents.

Microsoft Word documents.

Link to an external website or file.

Folders containing other files.

Assignments that students turn in.

A chat. These tools allow communication with the instructor or classmates in real time.

A quiz, test, or exam in Moodle.

A glossary.
Access to the grade book.

A lesson.

Wiki
Book
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A Lesson
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Course Layout and Blocks
The image below is an example of a basic course layout in Moodle. Instructors may design their
course to suit their own teaching style and course content. The sample provided below shows a
basic course structure.

A. This series of links is called a breadcrumb trail. Click on a link in the breadcrumb trail to
navigate through the course and to visit specific points in the course.
B. Use the Search Forums block to search for specific forum posts or keywords.
C. The Participants block allows you to access a list of all users for the course. This is a quick
method for checking attendance or for sending a message to a student.
D. This banner area is common to every course in Moodle. Use this space to post important
documents and items, like your course syllabus, the News Forum, an Ask a Question forum, a
course banner image, and other course information.
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E. The Administration Block contains important tools to facilitate the course. Use the
Administration block to change course settings, access the grade book for the course, and to
backup and restore your course.
F. The Latest News block indicates any announcements made to the News Forum.
G. Upcoming Events indicates upcoming assignment due dates and any updates or changes
made to the course calendar.
H. Recent Activities allows you to know who has been in the site and when.
I. A blank course is formatted by weeks. Each week receives a separate block, designated by the
dates for that week. This format and the number of weeks can be changed (see the Course
Settings section for more details).
J. This is an Activities block within Moodle. There are sometimes multiple Activities blocks
available. Use this block as a shortcut to access different activity areas in the course.
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Changing Your Profile
In Moodle you have the option of setting up and maintaining your faculty profile. Your
profile allows students to communicate with you and to get to know you within Moodle.
Click on the My Profile Settings link located in the Administration block

A: My Profile Settings
This block contains the options regarding profile settings.
B: Edit Profile
Click on this link for editing the profile.
C: Change Password
Click on this link for changing the Password.
Click on Edit profile to update your profile within Moodle.
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A. View your first and last name in these boxes.
B. Make sure you do not change your email. If you change this, Moodle will not recognize
you as a participant in Moodle site, and will remove your ability to access Moodle.
C. You have a choice to hide your e-mail or allow everyone in Moodle to see your e-mail
D. Insert your city/town and country.
E. Leave the Timezone as the server’s local time.
F. Set preferred language to English.
G. In the description section you can offer a summary about yourself.
H. You can upload a picture of yourself in the Picture area.
I. Click on Update profile to save your information.
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Creation of New course
To create a new course click on “Site Administration” in the Administration block at left
side bottom.
Select Courses and click on the Manage courses and Categories. Select the course category
where you want to create the new course.
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Select Categories in which you want to create a new course for e.g. If you want to create new
course in science category then click on it .you will see screen as shown below.

Click on the “ Create new course ” – circled in the above picture.
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Fill the all details of Course Like Course full name, Course short name, course summary. You
can add summary files by drag and drop method.

You can choose format for your course like weekly format or Topic format. By
default it is in topic format. The next page has all the options and settings for the new course that
you are creating. Remember, you can always alter these settings at all. After clicking on “Save
changes button” course created.
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Editing Your Course
Before you can start designing your course, you have to Turn Editing On. To do this,
click the Turn editing on button at the top right, or the link in the Administration block.

Once you turn editing on, you are presented with a series of icons and options throughout
the course. Notice that icons have appeared on the different blocks in the course.
Each icon indicates a different editing function you can use to design your course:

The arrow icon indicates that you can indent the item or move it horizontally on the page.

The X icon indicates that you can delete the item.
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The open eye icon indicates that you can choose to hide the item from student view. If

you click the eye, the item becomes hidden from students, and a closed eye

appears.

The person icon indicates that you can choose to set up student groups to use the
item. You might use this option if you have a discussion forum or assignment that is limited to
one or more

This icon indicates the move resource to desired location.

This icon indicates the role assign role to students.

This icon indicates the Duplicate.

This icon indicates the Edit title.

This icon indicates the Highlight the particular topic as current topic.

The last editing function you should be aware of before you design your course is that
you can choose to view the course from a student’s perspective. To see what the course would
look like to a student, choose the Student option from the Switch role to… in Administration
Block .
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To view the course from a Teacher’s view, click Return to my normal role at the top
right corner in the window.
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Adding Resources
There are two basic categories for items that you can use to design your Moodle course:
resources and activities.
Resources are non-interactive items that you can use to distribute information to your
students. Commonly used resources include Book, File, Folder , IMS content package, Labels,
web pages, and links to files or websites.
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Insert a Label
Labels are text or images are embedded in your main course page. Use labels to direct students to
information and to organize the layout of your course.
To insert a label, Turn Editing On by clicking the Turn Editing On button.

Scroll to where you want to insert a label and click on add an activity or resource select
a Label from the Resources. Click on add button.
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If you would like to insert a text label, type the text for the label in the Label text box
and click Save and return to course.

If you would like to insert an image label, select the image icon in the toolbar.
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An Insert Image popup box will appear. Click the Find or upload an image button at
the top of the box and locate the image you would like to upload to your label. The image must
be saved on your computer hard drive. Once you’ve selected the file, click Upload.
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Click the link to the image you’ve uploaded, and the image will appear in the text box.
Enter an Alternate text in the text field, and click OK. The alternate text is required, in
case the image becomes unavailable or the link becomes broken. Click Save and return to
course.
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Compose a Web Page
Web pages are pages that can be created and linked from your main course page. Use web pages
to provide detailed information to students. Using web pages prevents your course from being
wordy or over-textual in appearance.
To compose a web page, Turn Editing On by clicking the Turn Editing On button.

Select where you want to add a web page and select page from the Add a resource
appears after clicking on Add an activity or resource link.

Type in the name of your web page, write a short summary of what the page will entail,
and compose the web page. Then click Save and return to course.
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Upload a File
You can upload external files like Microsoft Word™, Excel™, or PowerPoint™ documents or
other format files in your Moodle course. Use external to direct students course content or to
supplement your course with material.
To upload a file, Turn Editing On by clicking the Turn Editing On button.

Select where you want to upload a file and select File from the Add a resource appears
after clicking on Add an activity or resource link.
If you would like to upload a file, type the name of the file, write a short summary of
what the file is, and click Chose a file to browse and upload the file .

.
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You can also add a file by the drag and drop method from a particular location .
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Link to a URL
To link to a URL, Turn Editing On by clicking the Turn Editing On button.

Select where you want the link or a file to appear and select URL from the Add a
resource appears after clicking on Add an activity or resource… link.
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If you would like to link to a URL , type the name of the link, write a short summary of
where the link will take students, and type URL address in box directly or You can choose a link
.
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Then click Save and return to course.
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Upload a EBook
The Book module enables a teacher to create a multi-page resource in a book like format, with
chapters and subchapters. Book can contain media files as well as text and are useful for
displaying lengthy passages of information which can be broken into sections.
To write a book, Turn Editing On by clicking the Turn Editing On button.

Select where you want to write a book and select Book from the Add a resource
appears after clicking on Add an activity or resource link.

If you would like to write an EBook, type the name of the Book, write a short summary
of what the Book is, Click on Save and return to course at the bottom of the screen when you
are finished
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.

After saving the details of adding new Book , the book icon appear like in following
picture. To add chapters and content click that link highlighted in picture.
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After clicking You need to fill related content.
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Adding Activities
Activities are the second basic category that you can use to add elements to your Moodle course.
Activities are interactive or graded items. Commonly used activities include
Assignments, Chats, Choice, External Tool, Database, Forum, Glossary, Lesson, Quiz, SCROM
package, Survey, Wiki, Workshop .
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Creating Assignments
To create assignment, Turn Editing On by clicking the Turn Editing On button.

Select section where you want the the assignment to appear and select Assignment from
Add an activity or resource.

A. Type the name of the assignment.
B. Write a description of the assignment.
C. Set the Availability time for assignment.
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D. Set the Submission Type
E. Set the Feedback Type
F. Set the Submission
G. Set the Notification
H. Set the Grade for assignment

Then click Save and return to course.
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Creating a Quiz
Moodle offers the option of creating a quiz that can either be scored and calculated to
your gradebook automatically or manually graded. Creating a quiz in Moodle is a two step
process; first, you create the body of the quiz; second, you create the questions.

First Turn editing on.
If you would like the test to appear click on the Add an activity.
Click on Quiz.
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When the screen refreshes you will be asked to enter information about the set up of the
quiz.
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A. General
1. Enter the Name of the quiz.
2. In the space provided for the Description provide the instructions for the quiz.

B. Timing
1. Set the release dates for the quiz.
By clicking the Disable box at the end the quiz is left available.
2. By clicking the Enable box you can determine set the amount of time students will have to
take the quiz.
3. If Quiz time expires make related setting.
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C. Grades
1. This is regarding grade category.
2. Set how many attempts students will have.
3. This sets the amount of decimal points displayed for students after their grade.

D Layout

1. Set the question order for the quiz
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2. Sets the number of questions appear on new page
E. Question Behavior

1. Set the shuffling of question.
2. Set question behave after submission of answer.
F. Review Options
This setting determines the type and when responses are given during and after a quiz.
You will be able to set feedback for specific questions when you create the questions; overall
feedback for the quiz is set under the Overall feedback section.
Checking the options provided will provide students with information:
1 Provide responses during the question attempt.
2. Immediately after they’ve attempted a question.
3. Provide responses after the questions, while the quiz is still open.
4. Provide responses once the quiz is closed.

G. Display
1. Set User picture to show
2.Set decimal places in grades.
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H. Overall Feedback
The overall feedback is shown to a student after they have completed the quiz.
1. Setting the grade boundary determines the score needed for that particular response.
2. Information provided here will appear to the students after the quiz and if their score matches
up with the corresponding grade boundary.
3. Clicking Add 3 more feedback fields will provide more fields to set grade boundaries and
feedback.

Click Save and return to course at the bottom of the screen.
Note: You can always come back and adjust the quiz settings up to the point a student takes the
quiz.
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Creating Quiz Questions
A. In the section titled Quiz Administration click on Question Bank.
B. Click on the Question.
C. Choose the name of category
Begin to add questions to this category by clicking on Create new question under the
Question bank section.

This is an illustration for a multiple choice question.
Click on Multiple Choice from the drop down menu.
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When you the screen refreshes you are able to develop the question.
General
1. Type the name of the question. Choose a name that you will be able to associate with for
future classes.
2. Enter the question as you need it to appear to students.

Below the text box are more options.
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1. Default question grade sets the amount of points each question is worth for the quiz.
2.General feedback will be sent to all students once they’ve completed the question.
3. One or multiple answers allows for more than one correct answer for a question.
4. If you check the box for Shuffle choices the order of choices will be different for each
student.
5. Number the choices determines how the sequence of choices will display for students.

Choice
In the Choice section you will provide the possible answers, determine the point value, and
possible feedback.
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1. In the column for Answer provide a possible choice.
2. Grade determines the point value of this answer. Typically if it is the correct answer choose
100% and if it is the incorrect answer choose None.
3. If you fill in Feedback it will only display to the student if this is the answer they choose.
You can fill in as many choices as you wish. For instance, if you only want to then fill in
two choice and Save changes at the bottom of the screen.
If you need more choices than Moodle originally provides scroll down under Choice 5 and click
Blanks for 3 More Choices.

Combined Feedback
Filling in the text boxes for combined feedback will appear every student depending on their
how they answer. Your choices are For any correct response, For any partially correct
response, and For any incorrect response.
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Providing feedback is an important aspect for students. Use these options to clarify, explain and
illustrate what the correct response should or could have been. Also, when student perform well
it is important to enforce that as well. Use the feedback option to compliment their work.
When you are finished click Save changes at the bottom of the screen.
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Quiz Question Bank
Next you will need to add the question(s) to the quiz.
Go back to the Editing Quiz view.

Your question will now appear under the Question bank section
Note: Remember, the question will appear as long as you have the correct Category chosen
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Check the box

Click Add to quiz.

Now question appear in the questions
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Preview Quiz:
To preview the quiz
 Click on Preview in Quiz administration.

After attempting all question the following window will appear .
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Creating a Wiki
A wiki is a collection of collaboratively authored web pages. You will begin the wiki with an
initial front page and add pages through links. Depending on the setting you choose, students
will be able to create original work, edit and collaborate over activities and view what has been
done. Wikis will track the history of users, making it easier for instructors to determine who has
been contributing.
Turn editing on.

Click the Add an activity…menu.
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Then click Wiki.
Name your wiki.
Note: The name you give your wiki is not something that can be altered later. Make sure
to consider this when naming your wiki.
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Provide a Description for your wiki. The Description section is where you will want to describe
the content that outlines the wiki’s purpose and any specific directions students will need for the
wiki activity.
Choose your wiki Mode.
There are Two types of wiki Mode 1) a Collaborative wiki 2) an Individual wiki.
The wiki mode determines whether everyone can edit the wiki - a collaborative wiki - or whether
everyone has their own wiki which only they can edit - an individual wiki.

First page name
Title of the first page of the wiki

Format
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This setting determines the default format used when editing wiki pages.
1) HTML - The HTML editor is available
2) Creole - A common wiki markup language for which a small edit toolbar is available
3) Nwiki - Mediawiki-like markup language used in the contributed Nwiki module
Click Save and return to course at the bottom of the page.

You are then taken back to your course’s initial interface. The wiki and its name will appear; you
will see the name you have given it next to Moodle’s wiki icon (

).

Adding Content
Begin adding content to your wiki by clicking on its title from the course’s interface.

This is how the initial wiki interface appears:
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Below is a breakdown of the main functions within the wiki’s interface.
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A. This is the Summary section for your wiki. This will remain at the top of each page created
within a wiki.

When you are finished, click on Save.

B. These are tabs within the wiki that assist with its creation, navigation, and layout.

View: By clicking on View you will be able to see how the wiki appears. Every page is
displayed in view mode.
Edit: Clicking on Edit allows you to create, add, or edit content in the text box provided. You
will know you are in edit mode because you will have a toolbar across the top of the text box.
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Comment: Clicking on the Comments you can write comments about Wiki in text box pointed
by arrow and save it by clicking save changes tab

History: The History tab gives you access to the version history of the page. Whenever anyone
clicks the Save tab they create a new version of the wiki page. Moodle tracks all these versions
until you clear them out.
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Map:
The Map tab at the top or link in the navigation block allows users to view areas of the wiki
such as a list of pages (as in the following screenshot), updated or orphaned pages etc. (Orphaned
pages are pages not linked to anywhere.)
To select what you want to see, click the Map menu dropdown box.
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Click on Files

Click on Edit wiki files
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Choose file.

Find the file you wish to upload and double click on it, or click Open once it appears in the
horizontal space provided.
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The name of the file will appear.
Click File upload.
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Administration
The Administration tab at the top or link in the navigation block is available to editing
teachers in the course so they can delete page versions or selected pages. Clicking the "list all"
button will list available pages to delete. The first page of the wiki cannot be deleted.
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Creating Forums
Discussion boards in Moodle are called forums. You can use forums to discuss topics
related to the course content.
In every Moodle course, there is a specialized forum called the News Forum. The News
Forum essentially acts as an Announcements area, where you can make class announcements.
The News forum will always appear in the top section of your course.

When a new post is made to the News forum an update appears in the Latest News
block.
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Posting to Forums
To post to a forum, access the forum you would like to post to.

Click the Add a new topic button to add your post.

A. Enter the subject of your post.
B. Compose your message.
C. The attachment box allows you to upload necessary documents.
D. Click on Post to forum to post your message.

If your post was successfully added, an information page will appear:
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Click the Continue link. You are returned to the Forum page where you will see your
post.
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Editing or Replying to a Post

To edit a post, click on your post in the discussion column. Note: your post link is also
the subject title you gave it when you prepared your post.
When the screen refreshes click Edit to edit your post.

A. Edit the post you have made.
B. If you are reading someone else’s post you can reply to the post
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Creating a Glossary
Glossaries are a way to build and maintain course specific terminologies and meanings.
There is a main glossary that only the instructor can edit, but you can create secondary glossaries
to allow students to comment, enter new terms, and auto-link.

Turn editing on.

Under Add an activity click on Glossary.
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When the screen refreshes provide a name (keep in mind this name is what will appear in
the course).
Next, provide a description of the Glossary.
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Name
Give your new glossary a descriptive name.
Description
Describe the purpose of the glossary and provide instructions or background information,
links etc. Click the icon top left to expand the toolbars, and drag the bottom right of the text box
out to expand it.
Display description on course page
If this box is ticked, the description will appear on the course page just below the name of
the glossary.
Glossary type
For Glossary type your options are Main glossary and Secondary glossary.
1. Main glossary is only edited by the instructor; keep in mind you can always export
entries from a Secondary glossary to a Main glossary.
2. Secondary glossary is a glossary that students and course users can add, edit, and
develop content for.
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Entries

Approved by default
If set to "yes" then new entries appear automatically. If not, then the teacher must
approve each one first.
Always allow editing
If set to "yes", students can edit their entries at any time. If not, then they can only edit
for a certain period .
Duplicate entries allowed
This allows the entry of more than one definition for a given word.
Allow comments on entries
Students and teachers can leave comments on glossary definitions. The comments are
available through a link at the bottom of the definition.
Automatically link glossary entries
Automatically link glossary entries will highlight any word added to the glossary, no
matter where it appears in the course. Users in the course are able to click on the highlighted
word and are linked back to the glossary and the definition.
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Appearance

Display format provides seven options:
1) Continuous without author: Shows the entries one after other without any kind of
separation but the editing icons.
2) Encyclopedia: Like 'Full with author' but attached images are shown inline
3) Entry list: This lists the concepts as links.
4) FAQ: Useful for displaying lists of Frequently Asked Questions. It automatically
appends the words QUESTION and ANSWER in the concept and definition respectively.
5) Full with author: A forum-like display showing the author's data. Attachments are
shown as links.
6) Full without author: A forum-like display that does not show the author's data.
Attachments are shown as links.
7) Simple, dictionary style: Looks like a conventional dictionary with separate entries.
No authors are displayed and attachments are shown as links.
Approval display format
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It is possible to set an alternative display format for when entries are approved that
can differ from the display format on the course page. This could be useful for instance if
a tutor wants to see who made a particular glossary entry before approving it but doesn't
want the students' name to be displayed for others on the course page.
Entries shown per page

Decide here how many entries to show per page.
Show alphabet links

Show alphabet will display the alphabet for easier browsing within the glossary.
Show 'ALL' link

Show ‘All’ link will allow the students to see all the glossary entries at once.
Show 'Special' link

Show ‘Special’ link allows users when they browse the glossary to select the first
character of a word from a list. This will also display special characters such as @, *, #,
etc…

Allow print view
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This provides a printer-friendly version link for students. (Teachers are always provided with a
printer-friendly version link.)
Grade
Next is the Grade section.

This setting controls the category in which this activity's grades are placed in the gradebook.
Ratings

Roles with permissions to rate
Glossary entries can be rated using a scale. By default, only teachers can rate glossary entries,
though students can be given permission to do so if desired from Administration>Glossary
administration. This is a useful tool for giving students participation grades. Any ratings given
are recorded in the gradebook.
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Restrict ratings to entries with dates in this range

If you click on the box behind the phrase Restrict ratings to entries with dates in this
range: you can determine specific date ranges that entries are graded. Clicking the box will cause
the date and time option to become available.
Common module settings

1) Visible:
Choose whether to Show or Hide the glossary.
2) Id number:
Setting an ID number provides a way of identifying the activity for grade calculation
purposes. If the activity is not included in any grade calculation then the ID number field
may be left blank.
The ID number can also be set in the gradebook, though it can only be edited on the
activity settings page.
When finished click on Save and return to course at the bottom of the screen.

Your glossary will appear with its title next to this icon:
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Add a Glossary Entry
Once you have created a glossary and set up its functionality you can begin entering terms.
Remember: Depending on whether or not you set the glossary as Main or Secondary will
determine if students are able to add entries.
Click on the glossary link on your course’s interface.

The main view of the glossary offers options on how you search or sort through entries.
Keep in mind some of the options available will depend on how you configure the setting
options when creating the glossary.
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The description you provide for the Glossary is located at the top.

Typing a word into the search box provided at the top will search all entries and
display the ones with that word in them.
Type the word into the space provided directly behind the Search tab, then either
click enter or the Search tab.
Entries will appear below.

Click Add a new entry to enter a new word and its definition.
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Add the new term next to Concept.

In the space provided under Definition enter the term’s meaning.

Each entry in the glossary can have an associated list of Keywords (or aliases).
Enter each alias on a new line (not separated by commas).
The aliased words and phrases can be used as alternative ways to refer to the entry.
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If you wish, you can attach a file by clicking on add icon .

Click on Choose File

Next, locate the file you wish to upload on your computer.
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Then click on the file you wish to upload. Once its name appears in the rectangle next
to File name: click on Open.
Once you click on Update this file at the bottom the file will be attached.
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Choose the Auto-linking settings next (if this was enabled in the Glossary settings in the
initial setup).

1. Clicking on the box behind This entry should be automatically linked enables that
whenever the concept’s words and/or phrases appear throughout the rest of the same
course users are able to link to the glossary.
The auto-linking will happen whenever the words or phrases are used in a forum,
assignment, web or text page, and a description field.
Once a user clicks on the word a new window with the glossary entry will pop up.
Note: The other two options for Auto-linking will be made available if you have selected
This entry should be automatically linked.
2. Checking the box behind This entry is case sensitive specifies whether matching
exact upper and lower case is necessary when performing automatic linking to these
entries.
3. If automatic linking is enabled, then turning on Match whole words by clicking on the
box behind the phrase will force only whole words to be linked.
For example, a glossary entry named "demo" will not create a link inside the word
"demonstration".
When finished click Save changes at the bottom.
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When the screen refreshes the entry will be shown.
If you have attached a document it will be found on the right hand side of the entry.
Keywords will be located in the drop down menu in the middle of the entry.
You are able to delete the entry by clicking on the X in the bottom right corner of the entry.
You are able to edit the entry by clicking on the edit icon in the bottom right corner of the
entry.

Add Categories
Categories can assist with organizing glossary terms. If you have enabled auto-linking, category
names can be linked along with individual entries.
Create a category by clicking on the Browse by category tab in the main page of the glossary.
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Click the Edit categories tab on the left side of the page

Click the Add Category button.
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Give the category a name.
You can specify if you want the category to be automatically linked or not.
Note: Categories are linked based on case sensitivity or whole match.
Then click Save changes.

You will be taken back to the Add Category option to repeat the process; when you are finished
click on Back.

To check the entries of the categories you have created click on the drop down menu titled All
Categories on the right hand side.
The name(s) of the categories you have created will appear.
Click on the name of the category you wish to access and the page will refresh, taking you to that
category’s entry(s).
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Grades
This section will discuss the various options you have to grade an assignment once it has been
submitted through Moodle.
Access the gradebook by clicking on Grades in the Administration Block.

To grade an assignment click on the assignment’s name.

To grade a submitted assignment click on Grade.
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You will know if an assignment has been submitted if under Last Modified (Student) there is a
document with the date and time for when it was submitted.
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After you click on Grade a pop-up window appears
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A. Drop down the grade scale to choose which grade to assign.
B. In this box you can type in feedback for students.
C. Any edits or updates made you will need to click Save Changes to keep them.
D. Clicking Save and show next will save any edits or changes made to that student and
automatically move you to the next student in the gradebook.
E. Clicking on Next will take you to the next student in your gradebook.
Once you have Save changes made the pop-up window will close.
Moodle will now show the Grades.Status as Update instead of Grade and Last modified
(Teacher) will have the date you made changes. Grade will show the points you assigned Final
Grade will display the final total for that assignment.
If you wrote comments they will appear under Comment (you can write as long of a response as
you would like. Students will be able to view and read lengthy comments).
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Quick Grading
With quick grading allowed you will be able to add comments and grade directly from the
Submissions screen.

Check the box to Allow quick grading.

When the screen refreshes you will be able to type in the Comment section and assign Grade.
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Student Enrolment
Enrolment, or 'enrollment', is the process of marking users as participants in
the course, that includes both students and teachers. At the same time users are
usually give a role in the course which specifies what they are allowed to do.

Note:- When you start enrolling after creation of new course you must
enrol yourself first because if you enrol another user first then that person become
course creator .
For Enrolment of Students, you can set different methods for it. There are
Two methods available .
1) Manual Enrolment
2) Self Enrolment.

1) Manual Enrolment
The manual enrolments plugin allows users to be enrolled manually via a
link in the course administration settings.
Checking you have manual enrolment in your course
 In a course, go to Administration > Course administration > Users >
Enrolment methods
 Make sure Manual enrolments has its "eye" opened.
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Editing manual enrolment settings:
Managers (and any other users with the capability enrol/manual:config) can edit the manual
enrolment method in the course and set the default enrolment period and default role
in Administration > Course administration > Users > Enrolment methods>Manual enrolements.
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It is possible also for students and/or teachers to be notified when enrolments expire by selecting
either "Enroller only" or "Enroller and enrolled user" from the dropdown "Notify before
enrolment expires" and a time in "Notification threshold".

Enrolling users
Method 1

1. Go to Administration > Course administration > Users > Enrolled users
2. Click the 'Enrol users' button at the top right or bottom right of the page
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3. Use the 'Assign roles' dropdown if you wish to change the role
4. Select enrolment options as appropriate
5. Browse or search for the user
6. Click the Enrol button opposite the user. The user will indent in the list and the enrol
button will disappear, indicating that the user is enrolled.
7. When you have finished, click the 'Finish enrolling users' button (or simply close the enrol
users box)
The user will then appear in the list of enrolled users.
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Method 2

1. Go to Administration > Course administration > Users > Enrolled users
2. Click the 'Enrol cohort' button at the top right or bottom right of the page
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1. Use the 'Assign roles' dropdown if you wish to change the role
2. Browse or search for the user
3. Click the Enrol cohort button opposite the name of cohort .
4. When you have finished, click the 'Finish enrolling users' button (or simply close the enrol
users box)
The cohort member will then appear in the list of enrolled users.

2) Self Enrolment
Self enrolment is the method whereby users can choose to enrol themselves into a
course, either immediately by clicking "enrol me in this course" or by typing in an
enrolment key they have been given.
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Course settings for self enrolment

Checking self enrolment is enabled
In a course, go to Administration > Course administration > Users > Enrolment methods
and ensure the "eye" is opened for self enrolment.
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Adding an enrolment key to a course
If you wish only a certain group of users to self enrol (and not anyone) then you can
set an enrolment key which you then tell them to use when they access the self-enrolment
screen.


In the course administration block, click Users>Enrolment methods



Make sure self enrolment is enabled (has its eye open) and then click the edit icon
on the right
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Add your enrolment key in the box provided. (Click Unmask to see what you are typing.)



Click Save changes
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Setting a group enrolment key







It is possible also to enrol students into the course and also directly into groups by use of a
group enrolment key.
To do this, you first need to add the course enrolment key as in the section above.
o If you do not set a master course enrolment key for the course, then anyone can enrol
without a key and users will not be put into groups.
o Users in groups do not need to know the master course enrolment key, only their own
group enrolment key.
o Users not in a group can use the master course enrolment key as usual
Change the setting Use group enrolment keys to Yes
Save the changes and then in the Course administration settings, click Groups>Create
groups
Add an enrolment key to the group. This will be the key they type in to access the course.
(The course enrolment key is simply there to keep others out)
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